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ABSTRACT

Does blinking function as a type of feedback in conversation? To address
this question, we built a corpus of Dutch conversations, identified short and
long addressee blinks during extended turns, and measured their occurrence relative to the end of turn constructional units (TCUs), the location
where feedback typically occurs. Addressee blinks were indeed timed to the
end of TCUs. Also, long blinks were more likely than short blinks to occur
during mutual gaze, with nods or continuers, and their occurrence was
restricted to sequential contexts in which signaling understanding was
particularly relevant, suggesting a special signaling capacity of long blinks.

Language is primarily used in face-to-face conversation (Clark, 1996). The role of the addressee in
conversation has been viewed from two main perspectives in the language sciences. In what Clark
and Krych (2004) called “unilateral” views on conversation—widely adopted within linguistics and
psycholinguistics—speaking and listening are individual processes. Speakers determine the course of
their utterances on their own, and addressees try to understand those utterances on their own. In
this view, the addressee is a passive receiver. In “bilateral” views on conversation—widely adopted by
conversation analysts and some psychologists—speaking and listening is considered a joint activity
in which speaker and addressee coordinate moment by moment to maintain mutual understanding
(Brennan, Galati, & Kuhlen, 2010; Clark, 1996; Goodwin, 1981; Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974).
According to this view, the addressee is an active collaborator. Observational as well as experimental
evidence supports the bilateral account of conversation: While speakers are speaking, addressees
provide vocal feedback like mm-hm and visual feedback like nods and smiles, which in turn affect
the speakers’ speaking (Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson, 2000; Brunner, 1979; Clark & Krych, 2004;
Malisz et al., 2016; Schegloff, 1982; Stivers, 2008; Yngve, 1970).
In conversation analysis, a fine-grained classification of different types of addressee feedback has
been established based on the specific functions they fulfill in specific sequential positions in
conversation (Gardner, 2001). Addressees typically provide feedback at the end of speakers’ turn
constructional units (TCUs; Sacks et al., 1974). These are units with recognizable possible completions at which next speakers can appropriately start a turn or initiate repair. To pass up the
opportunity to take a turn or initiate repair at the end of a TCU, small behavioral tokens (e.g.,
mhm) are produced by the addressee that treat the turn as still in progress, conveying “I’m with you,
please continue,” allowing the prior speaker to produce an extended turn consisting of multiple
TCUs (Schegloff, 1982). Behaviors that serve this function in this position have been termed
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“continuers” (Schegloff, 1982), and they have been contrasted with “epistemic tokens” (e.g., oh;
Heritage, 1984), “activity-shift tokens” (e.g., all right or okay; Beach, 1993), and “assessments” (e.g.,
oh wow; Goodwin, 1986; see also “specific responses,” Bavelas et al., 2000). While continuers have
been primarily described in the vocal modality (e.g., mhm, uh-huh; Gardner, 2001; Schegloff, 1982),
it has been shown that visual conduct—nods in particular (Heath, 1992; McClave, 2000; see also
Stivers, 2008; Whitehead, 2011)—can also serve a continuer function if produced in the same
sequential position (e.g., Mondada, 2011).
The goal of this study was to investigate blinking as one potential additional type of visual
addressee feedback and more specifically, as visual conduct potentially serving a continuer function. Humans hardly blink at birth (Ponder & Kennedy, 1927), but blink rate increases until
adulthood (Zametkin, Stevens, & Pittman, 1979). Adults blink more often than physiologically
necessary for wetting the eyes (Doane, 1980), showing a blink rate of approximately 15 to 20 blinks
per minute, with a mean blink duration of 300–400 ms (e.g., VanderWerf, Brassinga, Reits,
Aramideh, & deVisser, 2003).
In terms of function, blink rate has been shown to index cognitive load. People blink less
under high cognitive load and more under low cognitive load (e.g., Nakano, Yamamoto, Kitajo,
Takahashi, & Kitazawa, 2009; Siegle, Ichikawa, & Steinhauer, 2008). Supporting these behavioral
findings, a neuroimaging study has revealed that blinking activates the default-mode network
while deactivating the attention network, suggesting an active involvement of blinking in
attentional disengagement (Nakano, Kato, Morito, Itoi, & Kitazawa, 2013). At the same time,
blinking has been linked to social-communicative functions. Looking at different activity types in
humans—staring at a target, reading, having a conversation—the highest blink rate was found in
conversation (Doughty, 2001). In nonhuman primates, blink rate is correlated with group size
(Tada et al., 2013), a measure of social complexity that has been linked to neocortex size
(evidence used to support the “social brain hypothesis,” Dunbar, 1992). These findings suggest
that in addition to peripheral physiological and central cognitive functions, blinking may serve a
social-communicative function (see also Mandel, Helokunnas, Pihko, & Hari, 2014; Nakano &
Kitazawa, 2010; Tada et al., 2013).
To our knowledge, there are only two studies specifically investigating addressee blinking in
conversation. Sultan (2004) demonstrated that in American Sign Language addressees use blinks to
signal understanding: “I’m with you. I’ve got it. You can continue.” (Sultan, 2004, p. 50). She
suggests that addressee blinking may have developed a feedback function in signed languages
because of the need to control blinking to minimize visual information loss. However, addressee
blinking as a signal of understanding has also been described in Yélî Dnye, a spoken language of
Papua New Guinea (Levinson & Brown, 2004).
In the present study, we hypothesized that addressee blinking may serve a similar function in
spoken Dutch, which also relies heavily on the visual channel—like most spoken languages do, at
least in face-to-face contexts.1 If addressee blinking does indeed fulfill a feedback function in spoken
conversation, one should expect addressee blinks to be timed to speakers’ talk at similar points in
time as other addressee responses, namely, at the ends of syntactically, prosodically, and pragmatically complete units (Ford, Fox, & Thompson, 1996; Gardner, 2001; Schegloff, 1982; Selting, 2000;
Yngve, 1970). If addressee blinking does not serve a feedback function in spoken conversation, one
may expect addressee blinks to be randomly distributed across turns, as their occurrence should not
be influenced by conversational context.
To address this question, we built a corpus of dyadic Dutch face-to-face conversations. We then
quantified the timing of addressee blinks by measuring the temporal distance of each blink onset to
the closest TCU end (focusing on syntactically, prosodically, and pragmatically complete units
within extended turns). In addition, we examined the multimodal compositionality of addressee
blinks as well as the placement of long addressee blinks in conversational context.
1

But see speakers of Mayan Tzeltal for an exception (e.g., Rossano, Brown, & Levinson, 2009).
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Methods
Participants and corpus
The corpus consists of 10 dyads engaged in spontaneous Dutch face-to-face conversations for 1 hour
each. All participants were native Dutch speakers (18–68 years; mean age = 30.7), they knew each other
prior to the recording, and each participant participated only in one dyad. Four of the dyads were all
female, four consisted of a female and a male participant, and two were all male. The recordings took
place at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Setup and equipment
The conversations were recorded in a sound-proof room, participants were positioned approximately 1 m from each other at a 45-degree angle, and each participant wore a head-mounted
microphone (DPA-d:fine-88). Three HD video cameras (JVC GY-HM100) were used to record
frontal views of each participant and a scene view (see Supplementary Material 1). An audio recorder
(Roland R-44) recorded the two audio tracks in synchrony. Each recording session resulted in three
videos and two audio files, which were then synchronized and exported in Adobe Premier Pro CS6
(MP4, 24 fps).
Procedure
Each recording session consisted of three 20-minute phases. To achieve the highest audio quality for
this study, only the 20-minute phase in which participants wore head-mounted microphones was
used. The whole session lasted about 90 minutes, and each participant was paid 16 euros. The study
was approved by the Social Sciences Faculty Ethics Committee, Radboud University Nijmegen, and
informed consent was obtained before and after filming.
Analysis
Turns analyzed. We selected tellings that occurred naturally in the conversations, and of these we
selected only those that were elicited by the other speaker (“second-position tellings”; Mandelbaum,
2013). To address the question of whether addressee blinking may have a feedback function, we
treated the whole telling, over several syntactically, prosodically, and pragmatically complete TCUs,
as a single turn and excluded tellings with “recipient disruptions” (Mandelbaum, 2013), that is,
nonminimal recipient responses (larger than three syllables), and other-initiations of repair or news
receipts (e.g., Oh did you?) since they make a speaker response relevant before the telling continues.2
Turns and points of possible completion. Within all selected 46 turns, 456 points of possible
completion were annotated, marking boundaries of final (230) and nonfinal (226) TCUs. At any
point at which a turn was hearable to the coders as possibly complete in its context, focusing on
convergence of syntactic, prosodic, and pragmatic completion, a final point of possible completion
(Selting, 2000) was annotated, without this necessarily constituting the actual turn end. Final points
of possible completion thus correspond to what Ford et al. (1996) called “Complex Transition
Relevance Places,” places at which speaker transition may occur.
Nonfinal points of possible completion were annotated if an utterance in progress was hearable to
the coders as locally syntactically complete (e.g., a complete clause, whether syntactically
2

Prior research suggests that blinking behaves differently in speakers as opposed to addressees (Cummins, 2012). Since we were
interested in addressee behavior, we chose extended turns as a starting point because—compared to more turn-by-turn
interaction—they provide a relatively clear distinction between speaker and addressee roles. The focus on extended turns in
second position was based on plans for a follow-up experiment in which participant tellings would be initiated by an
experimenter and for which this corpus study should serve as an observational basis.
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independent or dependent) and locally prosodically complete (i.e., a complete intonational phrase)
but further talk was made projectable syntactically (e.g., as in the case of an if clause), prosodically
(e.g., rising intonation), or pragmatically (e.g., an incomplete answer to a question). Although at
these nonfinal points of possible completion further talk is made projectable, these are typical points
for addressee responses (“local pragmatic completion,” Ford et al., 1996; Lerner, 1996). Whether
addressee feedback is timed to nonfinal or final points of possible completion may have functional
implications. For example, while feedback timed to nonfinal points may pass up the opportunity to
initiate repair, feedback timed to final points may additionally pass up the opportunity to take a full
turn (see also Goodwin, 1986).
The main coder (PH) and a second coder (EV) who was blind to the visual context in which the
turns were produced identified the location of final and nonfinal points of possible completion by
listening to the audio. Thirty-one extended turns were coded for training, and 11 extended turns
(i.e., 24%) were coded to measure reliability. Initial discrepancies in coding regarded primarily
prosodic completion points, and consensus was achieved through thorough discussion of cases
where the two coders disagreed. Evaluation of their coding revealed high intercoder agreement on
the identification of nonfinal and final TCU ends (84%).
Addressee blinks. Participants’ blinks were detected automatically using motion tracking software
(“IntraFace”; Xiong & De la Torre, 2013; see Supplementary Material 2). Within second-position
tellings, all detected addressee blinks were manually corrected in terms of false positives, false
negatives, and blink duration. Blink duration annotations included the first frame in which a
downward movement of the eyelids was observable and the last frame in which an upward
movement of the eyelids was observable.3 Voluntary blinks have been shown to have longer
durations (Kaneko & Sakamoto, 1999) and according to Levinson and Brown (2004), and a
neuroimaging study (Mandel et al., 2014), longer blinks have a special communicative salience.
We therefore decided to categorize blinks into short and long blinks. Previous research categorized
blinks based on duration using a threshold of 250 ms (Levinson & Brown, 2004), 240 ms (and
400 ms; Cummins, 2012), and 420 ms (Hermann, 2010). We used a similar threshold as Hermann
(2010), who, as we did in the present study, used the first observable downward movement of the
eyelids to determine the blink onset and the last observable upward movement to determine the
blink offset. We used a threshold of 410 ms, which separated the longest 25% from the rest
(splitting them at the upper quartile4). This resulted in 350 short blinks (<410 ms) and 61 long
blinks (≥410 ms).
Multimodal compositionality. We assessed for each addressee blink co-occurring addressee behaviors. We focused our analysis on the most salient addressee responses, namely, on nods (vertical
head movement including at least one upward and one downward movement), vocal continuers
(e.g., mm-hm), and combinations of these. Blinking was considered to be co-occurring if the blink
overlapped with a nod or a vocal continuer or if it preceded or followed the nod or vocal continuer
without perceived interruption, such that the behaviors together formed a multimodal Gestalt
(Mondada, 2014). Blinking was not considered to be co-occurring if there was a temporal distance ≥ 250 ms between the blink and the nod or the vocal continuer. Secondly, blinking was
considered with respect to the interactants’ gaze direction. Blinking was considered as having
occurred during a period of mutual gaze if mutual gaze existed at the onset of the blink, leading
3

Our criterion mirrors Hermann (2010) but contrasts with Cummins (2012), who did not annotate a blink onset before the visible
part of the cornea was not “substantially occluded” (p. 8), resulting in shorter blink durations overall.
4
We split them at the upper quartile rather than the median because using the median as a threshold would have included too
many blinks that were impressionistically short blinks in the category of “long blinks.” What seems to differentiate impressionistically short from impressionistically long blinks is not so much the duration of the opening phase, nor the duration of the
closing phase, but rather the duration of the cornea being completely occluded.
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to a disruption of mutual gaze as the blinking was executed. All annotations were created in ELAN
4.8.1 (Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes, 2006).

Results
We focus our analysis first on all addressee blinks and then examine potential differences in timing
in different subsets of our data (short versus long blinks, blinks timed to nonfinal versus final TCUs).
We then compare the multimodal compositionality of short and long blinks, followed by quantitative analyses with qualitative analyses of long addressee blinks in conversational context.
Addressee blinks timed relative to the end of TCUs
First, we looked at the frequency of addressee blinks. Addressees blinked approximately every other
second on average, although there was substantial interindividual variability (mean blinks per
minute = 30.53; SD = 20.43). Then we measured the temporal distance (in ms) between each
blink onset and the closest end of a TCU (collapsing across short and long blinks and nonfinal
and final TCU ends). If blink timing was random and TCU duration was constant, one would expect
a uniform distribution of blink timings, that is, a flat horizontal line, indicating equal likelihood of
blink occurrence at any point during a TCU. However, our analysis revealed that the most typical
timing of blinks was very close to the TCU end (estimated mode = 52 ms, median = 20 ms,
mean = −20 ms; see Figure 1), especially when considering the average TCU length of 1754 ms.
This suggests that addressees tend to coordinate the onset of their blinks with the end of a speaker’s
TCU (see Supplementary Materials 3a and 3b for video examples).
However, an alternative explanation needs to be ruled out. TCU duration was variable, with
many relatively short and much fewer long TCUs. Thus, even if blinks were timed randomly with
respect to the end of TCUs, the temporal distance between blink onset and TCU end would
necessarily be smaller for shorter than for longer TCUs. This, too, could lead to a distribution that
peaks around zero.
To rule out this alternative explanation, we standardized our data by dividing the temporal
distance between each blink onset and the closest TCU end by the duration of the respective

Figure 1. Addressees’ blink onset (N = 411) relative to the closest TCU end. The vertical line at the zero point of the x-axis marks
the TCU end. The distance between this line and the dashed vertical line marks the average TCU duration (1,754 ms). The peak of
the distribution represents the estimate of the mode (52 ms).
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TCU. This provided a measure indicating how closely each blink was timed to the TCU end
relative to the duration of that TCU. A value of 0 means that the blink onset coincided with the
TCU end, and a value of 1 means that the temporal distance of blink onset to TCU end was as
large as the TCU itself, that is, the blink onset occurred at the beginning of the TCU. Visual
inspection of the data reveals that taking into account the variability in TCU duration increased
the spread of the distribution (see Figure 2) compared to the unstandardized data, which shows
a relatively tighter distribution around zero (see Figure 1). However, measures of central
tendency of the standardized data revealed that blinks were again most typically timed close
to the end of TCUs (estimated mode = .00, median = .01, mean = .20). Taken together, this
points to a clear tendency of addressees to coordinate their blinking with the end of TCUs.
Short versus long addressee blinks timed relative to nonfinal and final TCU ends. We used R (R
Core Team, 2012) and lme4 (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2012) to test in a mixed effects model
whether standardized blink timing differed depending on blink duration (short versus long blinks)
and type of unit end (nonfinal versus final). Outliers deviating more than two standard deviations
from the mean (n = 11, 2.6 % of the data) and three participants contributing less than five data
points (requirement for lme4) were excluded. As fixed effect, we entered blink duration (short, long)
and finality of TCUs (nonfinal, final), plus the interaction term. Participants were modeled as nested
inside conversations, and as random effects we entered intercepts for participants into the model.
Main effects and interaction effects were calculated using the ANOVA function of the car-package
(Fox & Weisbert, 2011). Although based on visual inspection of Figure 3, long blinks seem to have
occurred later than short blinks relative to TCU ends, this difference is not statistically significant
(main effect of blink duration, χ2(1) = 2.45, p = .11). Moreover, blinks were not timed significantly
differently relative to nonfinal versus final TCU ends (main effect of type of unit end, χ2(1) = .32,
p = .56, and neither were short and long blinks timed significantly differently at nonfinal versus final
TCU ends (interaction of blink duration and type of unit end, χ2(1) = .10, p = .74).
Multimodal compositionality of short vs. long addressee blinks
While short and long blinks were not timed differently relative to TCU ends, they might differ in
the extent to which they co-occur with other addressee responses. We focused on the most

Figure 2. Timing of addressee blink onset relative to TCU ends based on standardized TCU duration.
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Figure 3. Addressee blink onset of short blinks versus long blinks relative to the ends of TCUs standardized in duration.

salient co-occurring addressee responses in our corpus, namely, on nods, vocal continuers (e.g.,
mm-hm), and combinations of these (see Method section). As one can see in Figure 4, while
most short blinks (73% [n = 256]) and approximately half of the long blinks (54% [n = 33])
occurred without other responses (i.e., neither with nods nor with vocal continuers), long blinks
were approximately twice as likely to co-occur with nods (18% [n = 11]) or vocal continuers
(18% [n = 11]) than short blinks (9% [n = 32] and 8% [n = 29] respectively), supporting
impressionistic observations by Cummins (2012). Predicting blink duration (short, long) by cooccurrence of other addressee responses (nod, vocal continuer, nod plus vocal continuer, absence
of nod and vocal continuer) in a binomial logistic regression analysis confirmed this observation

Figure 4. Co-occurrence of short blinks (in black; n = 350) versus long blinks (in red; n = 61) with nods, continuers, nods combined
with continuers, and with no other addressee response.
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statistically, indicating that the co-occurrence of other addressee responses reliably distinguished
between short and long blinks, χ2(3) = 11.6, p = .001. Interestingly, long blinks were as likely to
co-occur with vocal continuers and nods (10% [n = 6]) as short blinks (9% [n = 33]) were. One
possibility is that with vocal continuers, the long blink compensated for the lack of a nod, and
with nods, the long blink compensated for the lack of a vocal continuer. When nods and vocal
continuers were combined into a “composite signal” (Clark, 1996), their joint “continuer effects”
might have been sufficient, making the addition of a long blink more optional.
An additional analysis revealed that long blinks were also significantly more likely to be produced
during the mutual “gaze window” (Bavelas, Coates, & Johnson, 2002), namely 72% of long blinks
compared to 47% of short blinks.5 Predicting blink duration (short, long) by mutual gaze (present,
absent) in a binomial logistic regression analysis confirmed this observation statistically, indicating
that the presence of mutual gaze reliably distinguished between short and long blinks, χ2(1) = 9.7,
p < .001.
Overall, we would like to conclude from these patterns that (a) addressee blinks cluster at both
final and nonfinal TCU ends; (b) that long blinks have a distinctive distribution regarding the
concurrent production of nods and continuers; and that (c) long blinks are more likely than short
blinks to be produced during mutual gaze—together suggesting that long blinks have a signaling
capacity, producing feedback at critical points in the telling.

The sequential placement of long addressee blinks
The goal of this section is to further address the question of whether long blinks can serve a
communicative function by examining the sequential contexts in which they were produced. To
achieve this goal, we will first present a quantitative analysis of long blinks in different sequential
contexts. Following this, we will provide qualitative analyses suggesting that long blinks can serve a
continuer function (especially in combination with nods or vocal continuers) by displaying recipiency, passing up the opportunity to take a full turn or to initiate repair (Robinson, 2014; Schegloff,
1982) while signaling successful grounding (Clark, 1996). Finally, we will discuss potential alternative
interpretations.
While short blinks occurred at a wide range of sequential locations in conversation, the use of
long blinks was restricted to specific sequential contexts, namely, in response to repair solutions
in self-initiated, same-turn, self-repair (47.5%), in response to disfluent speech (e.g., uh, uhm;
19.7%), at early recognition points (16.4%), and referring expressions (8.2%)6,7.
Comparing all 61 long blinks to 61 randomly selected short blinks revealed that short blinks
were significantly less likely to occur in these same contexts: in response to repair solutions in
self-initiated, same-turn, self-repair (6.5%); at early recognition points (8.2%); in response to
disfluent speech (3.2%); and referring expressions (1.6%). Predicting blink duration (short, long)
by sequential context (self-repair, disfluency, early recognition point, referring expression) in a
binomial logistic regression analysis confirmed this observation statistically, indicating that the
sequential context reliably predicted blink duration, χ2(4) = 45.9, p = .001. The following
examples focus on the two sequential contexts in which long blinks most frequently occurred,
self-repairs and disfluencies.
5

For this analysis, all 61 long blinks were compared with 61 randomly selected short blinks.
Note that by “response” and “in response to” we do not intend to claim that long blinks, vocal continuers, etc., are necessarily
conditionally relevant in these environments (since the present study does not demonstrate this), but see Zama and Robinson
(2016) for further discussion.
7
By “early recognition points” we refer to points at which it becomes highly predictable for the addressee what the speaker
intends to say. They can occur within clauses where remaining words or syllables are highly predictable, but they can also occur
at preliminary component completions within compound TCUs where the remaining units of the compound are highly
predictable (e.g., in if-then constructions; Lerner, 1996). By “referring expressions” we refer to noun phrases identifying individual
objects, events, or beings (e.g., proper names like John).
6
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The long addressee blink in response to repair solutions in self-initiated, same-turn, self-repair.
About half of the long blinks occurred after speakers’ self-initiated, same-turn, self-repairs
(Schegloff, 2013; Schegloff, Jefferson, Sacks, 1977). Addressee responses that can occur in this
position are vocal continuers (Mazeland, 2007), nods (Healey, Lavelle, Howes, Battersby, &
McCabe, 2013), or combinations of these. The following extracts demonstrate that long blinks
also occur in this position, typically combined with nods or vocal continuers. In the transcripts,
addressee blinks are bracketed between two small dots [∙] and are synchronized with corresponding stretches of talk. Each large dot [●] reflects approximately 100 ms, so four [●●●●] or more
large dots refer to a “long blink” (see the appendix for a full description of the transcription
conventions used).
In Extract 1, A and B had talked about experiments to participate in at the university when A asks
about a particularly long one B had previously mentioned (line 1).
Extract 1 (ETC_16_75310)
01 A: Maar wat was die andere nou? (.) tweenhalf uur nog wat
but what was the other one now two.and.a.half hour something
But what was the other one now? Two and a half hour something
02

(0.3)

03 B: +Ja en dan moest je-dan krijg je zo’n m+iddel toegediend?
yes and then must you then get you such one agent administered
Then you get some agent administered?
+gaze averted
+
04

T⋅MS⋅ of zo iets, [Ik weet niet pr]ecies,
TMS or such something I know not precisely
TMS or something, I don’t know exactly,
a

05 A:

[Ja:],
yes
Yeah

06 B: En dan werden je hersenen worden dan gestimuleerd .h,
and then were your brains
are then stimulated
And then your brains were then stimulated .h,
07
08 a

(0.2)
[°mhm°

]
⋅

09 B: ⋅ [Of bepa]⋅ alde:: onderdelen van je hers⋅e#ne*⋅.hhh*hhh,
or certain
parts
of your brains
Or certain parts of your brain
a
*nod *
fig
#fig.5
10 B: En+-eh:
and
An- uh:
+gaze
a

dan gaan ze ook allemaa::l (0.4) testjes met +j⋅e doen=
then go they also all sorts of tests with you do
then they go and do all sorts of tests with you
averted
+

11 B: =ik⋅ weet niet precies.
I know not precisely
I don’t know exactly.
a
->⋅
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Figure 5. Addressee’s long blink and head nod (left) following a speaker’s self-initiated, same-turn, self-repair (Extract 1, lines 6–9;
see also Supplementary Material 4 and 5 for video examples). Note that participants were facing each other in the laboratory and
that these two images were taken from two frontal recordings (see Supplementary Material 1 for an illustration of participants’
positioning in the laboratory).

In responding to this question, B produces two self-initiated, same-turn, self-repairs—each specifying some aspect of the respective prior unit. His first self-repair targets the type of agent (middle, line 3)
he thinks is being administered by specifying it in line 4 (TMS of zo iets). The addressee registers this
specification with a vocal continuer in line 5 (Ja). When B continues his response, resulting in a possible
completion of a TCU in line 6, the addressee produces a vocal continuer (mhm; line 8) following a short
gap (line 7). Note that the possible delay (line 7) may have influenced the speaker’s production of the
self-repair in line 9 and that the addressee’s vocal continuer (line 8) occurs simultaneously with the
onset of that self-repair. This second self-repair of the turn (line 9) again targets a referent mentioned in
the prior unit as the repairable. In this case, the speaker provides a repair solution, specifying that it is
not necessarily the brain as a whole that is being stimulated (as might be inferred from line 6) but only
certain parts of the brain (of bepaalde onderdelen van je hersenen, line 9). The or-preface in this selfrepair may already project that the trouble source formulation (line 6) is not about to be discarded as a
whole but that merely a specification is coming instead (Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015, on or-prefaced selfrepair in English). The addressee registers the repair solution with a long blink and a nod in line 9,
before the speaker averts his gaze from the addressee and continues his telling in line 10.
The long addressee blink in response to disfluencies. In Extract 1, the long blink was combined with a
nod. On the one hand, the co-occurrence of long blinks with nods supports the argument that long
blinks serve a similar function. On the other hand, it raises the question whether long blinks per se can
have a continuer function. Do long blinks alone also occur in positions where a continuer is relevant?
They do, indeed. Long blinks alone were especially observed in response to intra-TCU troubles in
speaking, that is, in response to disfluencies (e.g., sound stretches, cut-offs, uh, uhm; Clark & Tree, 2002;
Schegloff, 2010; Lickley, 2015) or to what Levelt (1989) called the “editing phase” in self-repairs—the
interval between the end of a repairable and the beginning of a repair solution.8 Previous research has
already demonstrated that addressees responses (nods in this case) are especially relevant at points
where the speaker has difficulties in producing a turn (Healey et al., 2013). In line with this research,
Extract 2 demonstrates that continuers in general (in this case a vocal continuer and a long blink) are
relevant in response to troubles in speaking, while Extract 3 exemplifies a case where a long blink alone
is produced in this position. Prior to Extract 2, A and B talked about an upcoming pool party.
8

Four cases of long blinks in isolation also occurred at points of possible but not actual sequence completion—which would
further support the argument that they can serve a continuer function (Schegloff, 1982, p. 84). However, since most of these
were accompanied by laughter or larger gaze shifts—which could alternatively explain the eye closures (Evinger et al., 1994; see
also Rossano, 2012; on sequence-final gaze withdrawal)—we did not include them in this analysis.
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Extract 2 (ETC_19_582999)
01 A: Wat is nou-wat is nou het thema van-van-van de pool party
what is now what is now the theme of of of the pool party
What is the theme of the pool party now?
((Lines omitted))
02 B: Wat ik had bedacht,
what I had invented
What I had invented
03

en dat vonden ze allemaal leuk,
and that found they all lovely
and they all liked the idea

04

is een Finding Nemo thema.
is a
Finding Nemo theme
is a
Finding Nemo theme
((Lines omitted))

05 B

a

en dan uh: (0.2)⋅[(0.2)+dumpen we]⋅ ergen+s een visje,
and then uh
dump we somewhere a little fish
and then uh
we dump a little fish somewhere
+averted gaze
+
[mhm
]
⋅

In response to A’s question regarding the theme of the upcoming pool party (line 1), B
answers by mentioning the “Finding Nemo” theme he had come up with (lines 2–4). When B has
trouble producing an elaboration on the details of this theme as reflected by disfluencies (en dan
followed by uh and a pause; line 5), the addressee produces a vocal continuer (mhm) and a long
blink. This illustrates that continuers in general are not only relevant at TCU ends but that they
can also be relevant within a TCU-in-progress, in response to disfluency-related disruptions of
progressivity.
Similarly, Extract 3 shows an example of a case where a long blink alone is produced in response
to a disfluency-related disruptions of progressivity within a TCU-in-progress. Prior to Extract 4, A
and B have talked about possible romantic matches among friends.
Extract 3 (ETC_10_72939)
01 A: Maar wat zou je doen als je zelf in di-die positie zit=
but what would you do if you self in thi this position sit
But what would you do if you were in that position
02

=dan ga je dat ook wel doen
then go you that also do
then you would also do it
((Lines omitted))

03 B: En die zei ja ik v- ik denk da-z-prec-uh:-⋅geschikt ty⋅pe
and he said yes I f I think tha sh prec uh suitable type
And he said well I f I think tha sh prec uh is the right type
a
04

voor Helen is
for Helen is
for Helen
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In response to A’s question (line 1), B reports that one friend had stated that another friend
would be a suitable type for Helen (lines 3–4). After B produces several disfluencies in succession
(multiple cutoffs plus uh: ik v- ik denk da-z- prec-uh, line 3), A produces a long blink alone. The
succession of disfluencies in line 3 starts with a cut-off ik v- (recognizable as the beginning of the
word vind ‘find’), which is replaced with ik denk. Subsequently, the cutoff da-z- (potentially
recognizable as the beginning of the words dat ‘that’ and ze ‘she’ respectively) is followed by
another cut-off prec-uh (potentially recognizable as the beginning of the word precies ‘exactly’),
which is then replaced with geschikt ‘suitable.’ Note that the long addressee blink in this case is
not produced in response to a repair solution (as in Extract 1), but it is produced in response to
the disfluent editing phase (immediately after uh; line 3), and it only partially overlaps with the
beginning of a repair solution (geschikt type, line 3) in this “replacing” type of self-initiated, selfrepair (Schegloff, 2013).
Summary and discussion. First, we have seen that long addressee blinks were especially produced
in response to repair solutions in speakers’ self-initiated, same-turn, self-repairs. The long
addressee blink in these positions (combined with a nod in 83% of cases) appears to pass up
the opportunity to initiate repair or to take a full turn (Schegloff, 1982). By orienting to the
continuation of a turn-in-progress, the addressee’s long blink also seems to signal that by having
received a repair solution the speaker has reached sufficient informativeness for current purposes.
It may signal to that there is no need to clarify or specify further by producing more self-repairs,
thereby helping the speaker in avoiding underinforming and overinforming (Grice, 1975;
Mazeland, 2007; Sacks & Schegloff, 1979). If this is true, then speakers may strategically produce
self-repairs in order to mobilize addressee responses (see Goodwin, 1980; Jefferson, 1974; Stivers
& Rossano, 2010). Furthermore, we have also seen that long blinks often co-occurred with other
continuers, which raises the question whether long blinks contribute anything at all in these cases
and whether, for example, blinks are not a side effect of nodding. Since head movements often
co-occur with gaze shifts and gaze shifts often co-occur with blinks (Evinger et al., 1994), blinks
may simply be a way to optimize vision while nodding. Evinger et al. (1994) stated that, “since
saccadic suppression impairs vision during a saccadic gaze shift, a gaze-evoked blink can lubricate
the cornea without interfering with vision” (p. 342). However, there are at least two reasons to
doubt such an account. First, in our data most blinks did not co-occur with nods (see Figure 4),
and 36% (n = 30) of all nods (n = 83) were not combined with blinks at all. Secondly, addressees
typically do not shift gaze while nodding; they tend to keep looking at the speaker’s face. Yet,
while blinks may not be caused by nods, there may be motoric synergies between producing a
nod and producing a blink (e.g., the downward movement of the head facilitating the downward
movement of the upper eyelid).
Secondly, we have seen that long blinks alone (i.e., combined with neither a nod nor a vocal continuer
in 75% of cases) were also used in positions where a continuer is relevant, namely, in response to intraTCU disfluency-related disruptions of progressivity. What might be the function of a long blink
produced in this position? First, producing a long blink in this position may display continued
recipiency. Like TCU ends, intra-TCU disfluencies may be vulnerable places at which addressees
might steal the turn (Jefferson, 1983; Maclay & Osgood, 1959). By producing a long blink, the addressee
may display attentiveness through responsiveness, passing up the opportunity to take a turn and thereby
aligning with the telling in progress. Secondly, it has been argued that speakers prosodically distract their
addressee’s attention from the repairable in their self-repairs by increasing the pitch and loudness of the
following repair proper (Noteboom & Quené, 2014). Similarly, long blinks (as the ones in Extracts 2–3)
may contribute to camouflaging or rendering invisible the presumably unintended reduction in progressivity, thereby minimizing the potentially face-threatening act (Brown & Levinson, 1987) of “watching” the speaker having difficulties speaking. On a related note, research has shown that perceived direct
gaze is cognitively demanding (Conty, Gimmig, Belletier, George, & Huguet, 2010). If this is true, then
addressees may produce long blinks during disfluencies to momentarily reduce the speaker’s cognitive
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load. By blinking, the addressee disrupts eye contact, which might help the speaker to make her speech
fluent again—orienting to progressivity while minimizing “joint effort” (Clark, 1996). In short, in the face
of disfluencies, then, long addressee blinks are presumably used to display continued recipiency, to
camouflage the disfluencies, to reduce the speaker’s cognitive load, or are due to a combination of these
potential functions.
Finally, while the long addressee blink cases presented here already provide suggestive evidence,
future research will be required to provide conclusive evidence. More conversation analytic research
would be desirable to further demonstrate that participants orient to long blinks as consequential
social actions, while experimental research will be required to confirm the hypothesis that speakers
are causally influenced by addressee blink behavior. Based on the present study, however, we would
like to suggest that since long addressee blinks appeared in the same sequential positions as
continuers, they are likely to serve similar functions: orienting to progressivity by passing up the
opportunity to take a turn or to initiate repair (Robinson, 2014; Schegloff, 1982) and aligning with
the telling-in-progress (Stivers, 2008) while signaling successful grounding (Clark, 1996).

General discussion
Does addressee blinking serve a feedback function in conversation? First, the present results are
incompatible with a purely physiological interpretation of blinking in conversation. While all blinks
also lubricate the cornea, addressees blinked too frequently (approximately 30 times per minute) to
serve solely this physiological function (Doane, 1980). More strikingly, these results are consistent
with a social-communicative interpretation of blinking because addressee blinks were timed around
TCU ends, the location where addressee responses are typically produced and where speakers tend to
visually monitor addressees for feedback (Bavelas et al., 2002).
Second, short and long addressee blinks appear to fulfill partially different functions. While there
was no clear difference in timing between short and long blinks relative to TCU ends, long blinks—in
contrast to short blinks—were (a) less frequent; (b) more likely to co-occur with nods or vocal
continuers; (c) more likely to occur during mutual gaze; and (d) their production was restricted to
sequential contexts in which it was structurally relevant to display recipiency and understanding,
together suggesting that long blinks are particularly likely to serve a social-communicative function—
especially when combined with other feedback responses.
Can a cognitive interpretation of the timing of addressee blinks be ruled out? The fact that the
majority of addressee blinks were timed to TCU ends is also consistent with a cognitive interpretation of blinking (Nakano et al., 2009, 2013; Siegle et al., 2008). Nonblinking while listening to the
core of a TCU may be a symptom of addressees’ high cognitive load, while blinking at the end of a
TCU may reflect addressees’ relative decrease in cognitive load. While this cognitive interpretation
may hold for short blinks, it seems less plausible for long blinks. Short blinks occurred throughout
whole conversations. Long blinks, however, were placed in specific sequential positions and,
although this is an open issue requiring further investigation, it seems unlikely that in these positions
addressees’ cognitive load was particularly low relative to other sequential positions.
Cognitive, perceptual, and social functions of addressee blinks are not mutually exclusive. It is
possible that the cognitive and perceptual functions underlie and evolutionarily preceded any
potential social-communicative function. Perhaps blinking as a symptom of low cognitive load or
attentional disengagement and the need to control blinking to minimize audiovisual information loss
during speech comprehension (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976; Ross, Saint-Amour, Leavitt, Javitt, &
Foxe, 2007) have been co-opted for communicative purposes, such that they are now used as a
semiotic signal. As squinting the eyes—as if to see more clearly—seems to signal lack of understanding, closing the eyes by blinking seems to convey “no need to see anymore” because understanding has been established (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, on the Understanding-Is-Seeing metaphor).
Interestingly, our results suggesting a continuer function for addressee blinking in Dutch are in line
with studies on blinking in Yélî Dnye (Levinson, 2015; Levinson & Brown, 2004) and American Sign
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Language (Sultan, 2004). At least based on this limited number of studies, addressee blinks as signals of
successful grounding seem to be independent from language modality—since it is used in spoken as well
as signed language—as well as from language history—since it has also been described in Yélî Dnye, a
Papuan language. If addressee blinking as a signal of recipiency and successful grounding is shared
across a wider range of unrelated languages, it may have evolved due to common pressures of a shared
conversational infrastructure (Dingemanse, Torreira, & Enfield, 2013; Stivers et al., 2009).
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Appendix
Transcription conventions (Based on Mondada, 2014)
Gestures and descriptions of embodied actions are delimited between two identical symbols and are
synchronized with correspondent stretches of talk (one symbol per embodied action: ∙ for addressee
blinks [each ● reflects approximately 100 ms], * for nods, + for speaker gaze aversion during the
telling, ∞ for addressee gaze aversion during the telling, ♦ for other bodily conduct). The action
described continues until after the excerpt’s end (*—≫) or across subsequent lines (*—>) until the
same symbol is reached (—->*). Participants are identified in the margins. Capital letters (e.g., A)
indicate speakers, small letters (e.g., a) indicate addressees. The moment at which a still image has
been taken is indicated with a # showing its position within the turn. The corresponding figure
number is shown in a separate line (e.g., #Figure 5).

